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We consider a problem of cyclic permutations of integers arising in the field of memory 
technologies for computer systems, and we solve it in the more general case of reals. 
1. Problem fondation and the main result 
The development of new memory technologies for computer systems has 
opened some new combinatorial problems. A relevant subset of these has to do 
with the genzration of arbitrary permutations of data in magnetic bubble 
memories [l]. In particular, the need of obtaining a separation between data that 
have, or have not, a particular attribute, has opened a problem of cyclic permuta- 
tions of integers. Here the problem is solved in the more general case of reals. 
This result shows the conjectured optimality of a method recently proposed [2]. 
Consider any ordered set of 2n nonnegative reals, say x1,. . . , x2,; let crp 
denote the pth power of the cyclic permutation a = (1 l l l 2~3). We will prove the 
following 
llworem. Whateuer the reals x1, . . . , xln may be, there exist two integers p and 
q, with l<pG2n, Isqbn, such that 
q-1 n-l 
c X@(2i-l) s flv, C XmP(2i) s$N 
i=l i=q 
where N = x1 + l l 9 + x2,,. 
If the q’s are integers and represent he number of consecutive recorded data, 
which have (or have not) the given attribute, the theorem says the ilv is an upper 
bound for the number of operntions implied by the above mentioned method. 
This fact, together with the result (contained in [2]) saying that $V is a lower 
bound, implies optimality. 
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2. Pkoof of the theorem 
First of all, let us prove the following lemma, whose meaning goes beyond the 
present proof. 
Lemma. Let Cl, . . . , c,, ER be such that cl + l l +c,,aO, and let 7 be the cyclic 
pfmwtation (1 l l l n). Then, f0r some in$ex 1, 1 C L S n, the inequality 
m 
c G'(i) 3 0 
.= 1 
holds forevery m=l,...,n. 
Proof, If all the Ci’s are nonnegative, the iemma is trivial. Otherwise, it is not 
restrictive to assume (up to a power of 7) that c1 2 0, c, CO; in this case there 
exist indexes n,, . . . , n2s, with Op n,< n, < . l . < n2, k n, such that 
Ci 20 if t22fj_.*)< is &j_1, 
C,CO if ?Z2j_,CiGFZ2j 
forj=l,..., s. Note that 2s is the smallest number of subsets of a partition of the 
ci’s, where each subset Is formed by either nonnegative or negative consecutive 
elements. The thesis will be achieved by induction on s. To this aim stipulate s = 0 
when all the q’s are nonnegative, and set 
di= C Ci, forj=l,...,s. 
n2~,-l+i~n2, 
Obviously, zf=l j d = crzl Ci 2 0. Moreover, if the ci's are replaced with the dj’S, 
then s is rep!aced by a number, say s’, less than s. Now, assume that the thesis be 
true up to s - 1 [this is trivial with s = 1) and let us prove it at s. To within a power 
of 7, we have 
i dj20 for every r=l,...,S. 
I=1 
Pick up any m 3 1, and let j’ be such that n2G~_l,< ms nzil. We have 
If c,,, 2 0, the terms of the last summand are nonnegative, so that cl + . l l + Cm 2 
4 + l l •+dj~_1~0. cm < 0 implies Ci c 0 when m s i s nzy; it follows that 
cl+ .~~+c,++*.. + l dir * 0. This completes the proof. 
NOW, for every i=l,...,n, set ai=x2iY_19 bi=Xzi, A=al+=-+a,, and %= 
6,+*-a + 6”. Without any loss of generality, assume that 
A>% (1) 
and, by the lem la, 
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f (a,-b@O foreverym=l n ,..., . 
i =,l 
(2) 
Since, by (l), A %%N> $V (if we exclude the trivial case N = 0), there exists an 
iindex k, with 1 G k s n, such that 
n n 
c ai G @V, c Ui > $N. (3) 
i==k+l i=k 
If c;z; br s$N, the assumption of the theorem is fulfilled at p = 2 k and 9 = 
n - k + 1. Thus, we can assume 
k-l 
c bi >$N. (4) 
i= 1 
By (2) we have also ~~& >@I, so that, for some index h, with 1 G h G k - 1, 
k-l 
i-j+1 i=ir 
By (2), (3) and (5) it follows 
h-l h-l k-l n 
Cbi~Ca,=A_Ca,-Cai<A_4N 
i= 1 i=l i= h i-k 
and, by (9, 
k-l 
i=k i=l 
Addition, term by term, of the last two inequalities 
ybi+ f bi<A-$N+B-$N=qN 
i==l ilk 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
gives us 
and the theorera follows at p = 2h and 4 = k - h. 
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